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Abstract—Reservation-based (as opposed to contention-based) channel access in WLANs provides predictable and deterministic transmission and is therefore able to provide timeliness guarantees for wireless and embedded real-time applications. Also, reservation-based
channel access is energy efficient since a wireless adaptor is powered on only during its exclusive channel access times. While scheduling for
Quality of Service at the central authority (e.g., base station) has received extensive attention, the problem of determining the actual resource
requirements of an individual node in a wireless real-time system has been largely ignored.
This work aims at finding the minimum channel bandwidth reservation that meets the real-time constraints of all periodic streams of a given
node. Keeping the bandwidth reservation of a node to a minimum leads to reduced energy and resource requirements and leaves more
bandwidth for future reservations by other nodes. To obtain a solution to the minimum bandwidth reservation problem, we transform it to a
generic uniprocessor task schedulability problem, which is then addressed using a generic algorithm. This algorithm works for a subclass
of priority-driven packet scheduling policies, including three common ones: fixed-priority, EDF, and FIFO. Moreover, we then specialize the
generic algorithm to these three policies according to their specific characteristics. Their computation complexities and bandwidth reservation
efficiencies are evaluated and guidelines for choosing scheduling policies and stream parameters are presented.
Index Terms—Bandwidth reservation, schedulability test, earliest deadline first, fixed-priority, first-in-first-out, medium access control, real
time, wireless
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1

I NTRODUCTION

Wireless embedded real-time systems are becoming prevalent with the continuous increase in streaming applications such as video/audio communications, industrial automation, networked and embedded control systems, and
wireless sensor and actuator networks. This has called for
research efforts to enhance the support of timeliness and
Quality of Service (QoS) in wirelessly networked embedded
environments. Wireless networks are inherently broadcast
and media-shared. Contention-based media accesses such
as CSMA are non-deterministic and thus incapable of providing predictable QoS support to periodic communications
often found in wireless real-time systems. Moreover, multiple nodes are active simultaneously and continuously sense
and contend for the shared media, leading to excessive
energy consumption.
Recently, reservation-based channel access protocols that
explicitly allow wireless devices to negotiate channel access
intervals have been receiving increasing attention. Such
access mechanisms allow for contention-free and exclusive
accesses, providing deterministic bounds on the delays
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experienced by the traffic streams and conserving energy
(since wireless adaptors having no channel access can be
temporarily powered down). Therefore, such access mechanisms are ideally suited for providing real-time services in
wireless environments. For example, in ad-hoc networks,
coordinated sleep mechanisms have been designed [1] to
allow wireless devices to coordinate medium access with
their neighbors and to reduce their energy requirements.
Similarly, in infrastructure-based systems, wireless end devices can coordinate medium access with base stations (BSs)
using protocols such as IEEE 802.11e [2].
Reservation-based channel management requires each
node to negotiate its desired channel access duration for
a given period based on its traffic constraints. However,
the computation of such requirements has largely been
ignored which has often resulted in poor real-time support,
overprovisioning of valuable resources, and poor scalability.
The goal of this work is to develop a strategy for the
computation of the required channel access reservations
for a given packet scheduling policy, such that (i) the realtime constraints of each node’s traffic are satisfied and (ii)
resource reservations are minimized.
To solve the minimum bandwidth reservation problem
at a given node, we treat the complement of the periodic
bandwidth reservation as a special periodic stream (the
periodic sleep stream), i.e., the bandwidth reservation per
channel access period is equal to the complement of the
execution time (sleep time) of the sleep stream with period
equal to the channel access period. We add the sleep stream
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to the original stream set to form an extended stream set.
Accordingly, the scheduling policy for the extended stream
set is extended from the original scheduling policy for the
original stream set such that (a) the sleep stream always
has the highest priority and is non-interruptible and (b)
the priority relationship among the original stream set is
unchanged. As a consequence, we transform the minimum
bandwidth reservation problem to the maximum sleep time
problem. In other words, there exists a schedule for the
original stream set with a given scheduling policy if and
only if there exists a schedule for the extended stream set
using the extended scheduling policy. Therefore, minimizing the bandwidth reservation is equivalent to maximizing
the sleep time of the sleep stream.
Based on supply/demand analysis, we develop a generic
algorithm to compute the maximum sleep time for a subclass of priority-driven packet scheduling policies, including three common ones: fixed-priority (e.g., RM and DM),
EDF, and FIFO. This subclass exhibits two properties: (1) the
scheduling policy is static at the job level but can be either
static or dynamic at the task level and (2) the scenario of
the worst-case response time of the stream set occurs within
the synchronous (in-phase) busy interval of the stream set,
i.e., if all stream instances released within this interval
meet their deadlines, then all stream instances will meet
their deadlines everywhere. The generic algorithm is further modified to provide customized (improved) solutions
for each of the three common policies according to their
individual characteristics.
The main contributions of this paper are (1) the transformation of the problem of periodically reserving a time
interval of minimum length to serve all real-time streams of
a node (a problem in the network community) into a dual
problem on a dedicated resource (a problem in the realtime scheduling community); and (2) present an alternative
solution as in [3] to this problem by applying an augmented
supply/demand analysis on the transformed problem in an
efficient manner. The resulting solution is general, efficient,
and of practical use.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
We discuss related work in section 2. In section 3 we
present the generic traffic model, the network access model,
and the problem this paper is investigating. The model
transformation is presented in section 4. Then, the generic
algorithm of the minimum bandwidth reservation problem
is presented in section 5, and its refinements for fixedpriority policies (section 5.2), EDF (section 5.3), and FIFO
(section 5.4) are given subsequently. In section 6, we present
simulation results for various stream configurations under
various packet scheduling polices. Finally, we conclude this
paper in section 7.

2

R ELATED

WORK

Scheduling and schedulability analysis have been extensively studied in previous work, particularly for processing
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resources. In networking environments, reservation-based
mechanisms are becoming highly prominent in supporting
latency-critical and energy-aware traffic. In this section, we
discuss existing protocol standards and techniques related
to resource and channel access reservations.
A well-known wireless standard that offers channel access reservations is the IEEE 802.11e protocol [2]. The
IEEE 802.11e standard proposes a Hybrid Coordination
Function (HCF) that provides both contention-based and
contention-free channel accesses through two modes: the
Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and the
HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) [2]. With HCCA,
the Hybrid Coordinator (HC), which usually resides at
the base station, continuously polls every node. TXOPs
(Transmit Opportunities) are assigned by the HC to a node
at a regular interval and for a specified duration, which are
determined based on the node’s traffic specification. The
research results reported in this work can be applied to the
HCCA mode to help each node reserve the smallest amount
of bandwidth necessary to meet all packet deadlines.
RI-EDF [4] is a table-driven, slotted reservation protocol
based on earliest-deadline first (EDF). It uses the periodic
nature of traffic in a fully connected network to deduce a
shared packet transmission schedule. Packets are transmitted during their allocated slots, thus avoiding contention.
Traffic from the same node is interspersed into discrete
slots. In contrast, our reservation model reserves a continuous time interval for every individual node and nodes only
wake up during their allocated intervals.
An earlier work studying the same problem [5] relies
on several strong assumptions. It assumes that (1) the
channel access period is smaller than every stream period,
(2) datagram deadlines must be equal to or less than their
respective periods, and (3) datagrams must be transmitted
consecutively and without interruption. Also, the work
implicity assumes that the underlying scheduling policy is
FIFO. Although it has a linear complexity, it over-reserves
bandwidth in general cases. This paper removes these restrictions, takes into account the impact of different scheduling policies on the computation of the required bandwidth,
and presents algorithms for several scheduling policies to
efficiently compute the minimum bandwidth reservation,
although at the cost of higher complexity compared to [5].
However, even with increased complexity, the presented
algorithms are practical considering that the computational
capacity of wireless end devices continuously increases
and that a wireless end device usually has only a limited
number of concurrent real-time streams.
In this work, we transform the minimum bandwidth
reservation problem to the maximum sleep time problem,
which is then solved by computing the schedulable execution time of the sleep stream for a subclass of scheduling
policies, including fixed-priority, EDF, and FIFO. A similar
approach has been taken in [6] to solve the minimum EDFfeasible deadline problem of a given task, given its period
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and execution time.
There exist a lot of efforts on exact schedulability tests
for various scheduling policies, e.g., fixed-priority [7], [8],
[9], EDF [10], [11], [12], [13], and FIFO [14]. Our generic
algorithm for the bandwidth reservation problem is based
on the time-demand analysis techniques provided by these
earlier research results, but applied to a new problem.
Our work is also closely related to previous work on resource partition/composition models, which usually focus
on processor resources in real-time systems. Such models
include the static resource partition model [3], the bounded
delay resource partition model [3], [15], [16], the periodic
resource model [17], [18], and the explicit deadline periodic
resource model [19], [20]. These prior efforts differ from
each other mainly in the chosen scheduling model. The
resource partition/reservation model used in this paper corresponds to the single time slot periodic partition (STSPP)
model (a special case of the static resource partition model)
introduced in [3].
The schedulability test scheme for the STSPP model in
[3] can also be used to solve the problem, by iteratively
executing the schedulability test algorithm proposed in [3]
(similar to a binary search). Therefore, this approach would
be very costly. It is particularly inefficient for the fixedpriority policy since the change of the resource supply
and the change of job response times are non-linear and
irregular. Our algorithm augments the traditional timedemand analysis to compute the finished/unfinished portion before a job’s deadline, which avoids computing fixedpoint equations iteratively. As a result, our solution to
the reverse problem (the minimum resource requirement
problem) has the same complexity as the original problem
(the exact schedulability test problem).
Besides resource partition/composition models, hierarchical schedulers (e.g., [21], [22]) can also provide temporal isolation among applications on a uniprocessor. This
property prevents a misbehaving task from interfering
with other tasks in another application, i.e., only the tasks
within the same application as the misbehaving one could
be affected. In hierarchical scheduling, each application is
composed of a set of correlating entities (e.g., tasks or
streams), where applications are scheduled by a global
scheduler and each application schedules its tasks using its
local scheduler. The approach proposed in this paper can
be applied to hierarchical schedulers, i.e., it can be used
to determine the minimum resource requirements of an
application, given this application’s local scheduling policy
(fixed-priority, EDF, or FIFO).

3

BANDWIDTH R ESERVATION M ODEL

This section presents our network access model, traffic
model, and the problem statement.

3

3.1 Network Access Model
We briefly discuss the concept of reservation-based channel
access model (which corresponds to the single time slot
periodic partition model introduced in [3]) since it forms
the basis for the problem we intend to solve. Such a
mechanism uses resource reservations to ensure contentionfree accesses. This is achieved through a central authority
at a base station (BS) that regulates the channel accesses of
individual nodes. Here, the BS takes control of the channel
and starts polling each of the nodes in a pre-determined
order (e.g., round-robin). Upon reception of a polling frame,
a node gains access to the channel. The HCCA mode
defined in the IEEE 802.11e standard [2] is an example
of a protocol which adopts the reservation-based channel
access approach to enhance the QoS support for real-time
applications in wireless environments.
Borrowing the terminology from the IEEE 802.11e standard, in a reservation-based channel access mechanism,
each node is provided a Service Period (SP ), during which
the node has exclusive access to the wireless medium.
Polling frames issued by the BS specify the start time and
maximum duration of the SP allotted to a node. At the
end of an SP for a node, the BS begins polling the next
node in its schedule. The period of recurrence of the SP s
is referred to as the Service Interval (SI), which is usually
specified by the BS in advance and equal to a multiple of
the beacon interval of the BS shared by all client nodes. We
call the pair B = (SP, SI) the bandwidth profile of a node
(shown in Figure 1). The SP parameter at each node must
be negotiated with the BS based on the requirements of
the node’s expected real-time traffic. This reservation-based
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Figure 1. A wireless device’s bandwidth profile (SP , SI). Shaded
intervals (SP s) are the exclusive access periods for a node, which
are repeated every SI time units.

channel access model is very practical and valuable in both
wireless local area networks (WLANs) and wireless sensor
networks (WSNs): a set of client nodes in a WLAN usually
share the same beacon period from the base station [2] and
a cluster of nodes in a WSN usually communicate with the
cluster head in a duty-cycled manner [23]. There are three
advantages of using STSPP in these network areas: (1) it
saves energy since nodes only need to wake up to communicate within their respective reserved time intervals; (2)
it leads to better latency predictability and possibly higher
throughput since wireless contention is avoided a priori;
(3) it greatly decreases the run-time complexity of resource
partition scheduling due to its simple partition structure.
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3.2 Traffic Model
We consider a set of wireless nodes with applications
on each node generating one or more periodic real-time
streams. Nodes connect wirelessly to a common BS to access
an external network. We denote the set of periodic streams
generated by a node as S = {S1 , · · · , Sn }. Each stream
Si periodically generates a certain number (worst-case or
average-case) of bytes (called a datagram) for a given
period pi for transmission. The datagram generated at the
beginning of the j th period of Si for transmission is denoted
as Ji,j . Wireless channel conditions are time-varying and
error-prone. The worst-case estimation (denoted as ei ) of the
transmission time of a datagram of Si is needed, which has
been the focus of many prior efforts (e.g., in [5] and [24]).
Each datagram of Si has a relative transmission completion
deadline Di . The release time and deadline of Ji,j are
denoted as ri,j and di,j = ri,j + Di , respectively. Our
framework requires no specific relationship between stream
periods and datagram deadlines, i.e., Di can be less than,
equal to, or greater than pi . Due to the similarity between
the concept of tasks in the literature and the concept of
streams in this paper, we will use stream and task interchangeably in this paper. Similarly, the terms datagram and
job are also used interchangeably.
Datagrams are often fragmented at the network and/or
link layer, depending on the datagram size, network parameters (e.g., the maximum transfer unit or MTU), and
the scheduling policy. Therefore, a datagram can be also
treated as a logical conglomeration of a series of physical
packets. The maximum size of packets cannot be greater
than the MTU. When a packet is in flight, no other packet
can interrupt it. Therefore, the worst-case non-preemption
portion of a datagram is equal to the MTU. Since all streams
at the same node share the same MTU value, we set the
non-preemption portion of every stream to be the MTU
value and denote it as θ. Although packet interruption is not
allowed, interleaved transmissions of packets of a datagram
with other packets of other datagrams are allowed. For
example, when packet pkt1,1,1 from datagram J1,1 of stream
S1 finishes its transmission and a more urgent datagram
J2,1 from stream S2 arrives, the scheduler may need to
transmit packets from J2,1 before other packets from J1,1
(e.g., pkt1,1,2 ). As another example, after packet pkt1,1,1
finishes its transmission, the node’s allocated time interval
for network access is used up and the node is forced to
sleep. During the sleep duration, more urgent packets may
arrive at the network queue. When the network resource
is available again (after the sleep duration), the scheduler
may need to transmit these newly arrived urgent packets
before packets from J1,1 . These interleaved transmissions
happen frequently since applications treat the network as
a dedicated resource and issue packets regardless of the
network reservation.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of traffic scheduling policies on bandwidth reservation from the perspec-
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tive of a single node. The policies under consideration
are a subclass of priority-driven polices, and we assume
there is a shared queue for all released packets. The
priority-driven scheduling policies under consideration include fixed-priority policies, e.g., rate/deadline monotonic
scheduling (RM and DM), and dynamic-priority policies,
e.g., EDF, and FIFO. All nodes in a WLAN (including the
BS) can use their own scheduling policies, i.e., we do not
impose restrictions on the choice of scheduling policy.
3.3 Problem Definition and Objectives
Each client node requests its desired bandwidth reservation
from the BS and the normalized bandwidth (i.e., the ratio of
SP to the given SI) of a node should be minimum as long
as all real-time streams meet their deadlines. Minimizing
the reserved bandwidth ensures that a node has the maximum amount of sleep time, thereby minimizing the energy
consumption of its wireless network card. From the perspective of the BS, the normalized bandwidth of each node
should be minimum as well so that the BS’s throughput
is maximized and the maximum amount of bandwidth is
available for potential future reservation requests of other
nodes. Therefore, the problem and objective can be stated
as:
Problem 3.1: Minimum Bandwidth Reservation (MBR).
Given a node’s set S = {Si }n1 of periodic streams, a fixed
service interval SI, and the node’s scheduling policy A,
determine the minimum SP such that all streams in S meet
their deadlines.
Note that in the MBR problem minimizing the SP value
is equivalent to minimizing the bandwidth (SP/SI) since
the SI value is given and fixed. Borrowing the scheduling
model concept from [17], where a scheduling model M =
(S, B, A) is defined as a tuple of a resource/bandwidth
partition model B, a scheduling algorithm/policy A, and
a workload model S, the scheduling model M of the MBR
problem can be denoted as (S = {Si }n1 , B = (SP, SI), A).
In particular, the resource partition model corresponds
to the single time slot periodic partition (STSPP) model
introduced in [3]. The MBR problem aims to obtain the
minimum SP value while all the other parameters of the
scheduling model M are given.
Normally, the SI value given to a node is a multiple
of the beacon interval of the BS [2]. The beacon interval
is determined by the application scenarios for which the
WLAN is deployed. Once bandwidth reservations are allocated to nodes by the BS, a change of the SI value will
necessitate changes of all allocated bandwidth reservations
and trigger re-negotiations between the BS and all of its
nodes. A solution/algorithm to the problem can run at
each client node if the SI value is given from the BS
to the client node, or run at the BS if the client node
communicates all of its stream parameters to the BS. The
actual implementation choice depends on communication
and computation capacities of nodes and the BS.
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M ODEL T RANSFORMATION

To approach the MBR problem, we first transform the
scheduling model M = (S = {Si }n1 , B = (SP, SI), A)
of the MBR problem to another scheduling model M ′ =
(S ′ , B ′ , A′ ), where the stream set S ′ extends S by adding
a sleep stream; the scheduling policy A′ extends A by
assigning the sleep stream the highest priority; and B ′
represents the dedicated resource allocation for S ′ . We show
that the two scheduling models are schedulably equivalent,
i.e., M is schedulable if and only if M ′ is schedulable. As a
corollary, we show that the MBR problem in M is a dual of
the maximum execution time problem of the sleep stream
in M ′ .
We first define the sleep stream S0 as follows.
Definition 4.1: Sleep Stream. Given a bandwidth profile
(SP , SI), the corresponding sleep stream S0 is defined with
p0 = SI and D0 = e0 = θ0 = SI −SP , i.e., its period is equal
to the service interval SI; its execution time and deadline
are invariantly equal and both are equal to the complement
portion of the allocated access interval SP , i.e., SI − SP .
Furthermore, the sleep stream cannot be interrupted (i.e.,
its non-preemption portion is equal to the execution time).
Figure 2 shows the transformation of the bandwidth
profile and the sleep stream. Since e0 is invariantly equal to

5

Now, we state the equivalent problem of MBR in terms
of A′ and S ′ :
Problem 4.4: Maximum Execution Time (MET). Given a
node’s set S = {Si }n1 of periodic streams, a service interval
SI, and the node’s scheduling policy A, determine the A′ schedulable maximum execution time (which is invariantly
equal to the relative deadline) of S0 among the extended
stream set S ′ .
The scheduling model M ′ of the MET problem can be
denoted as M′ = (S ′ = S ∪ S0 , B ′ = (SI, SI), A′ ). The MET
problem aims to obtain the maximum execution/sleep time
of the sleep stream S0 while all the other parameters of
the scheduling model M ′ are derived as described above.
Specifically, we observe that S ′ is schedulable in M ′ if and

Mc

M
n
i 1

S {S }
B (SP, SI )
A

schedulably
equivalent

S c {Si }1n  S 0
Bc (SI , SI )
Ac : i ! 0
Ac(S0 ) ! Ac(Si )

A(Si )

Figure 3. Schedulably equivalence between the original scheduling model M = (S, B, A) and the transformed scheduling model
M ′ = (S ′ , B ′ , A′ ), where S0 is the sleep stream, B ′ = (SI, SI)
represents dedicated resource allocation, and A′ is an extension
from A with S0 assigned the highest priority.

(a)

SP
SI

SP
SI

(b)

e0 = D0 = SI-SP
p0 = SI

e0 = D0 = SI-SP
p0 = SI

Figure 2. Transformation of the bandwidth profile and the sleep
stream: (a) A given bandwidth profile (SP , SI). (b) The corresponding sleep stream S0 with D0 = e0 = SI-SP and p0 = SI. It always
has the highest priority and it is non-interruptible.

D0 , S0 must have the higher priority than all data streams
and no data stream can block it. We define an extended
stream set S ′ for S as follows.
Definition 4.2: Extended Stream Set. Given a set S =
{Si }n1 of periodic streams and a bandwidth profile (SP ,
SI), the extended stream set S ′ is equal to the union of
the stream set S and S0 , i.e., S ′ = S ∪ S0 = {Si }n0 .
Moreover, the accompanying scheduling policy A′ for S ′ is
defined as follows.
Definition 4.3: Extended Scheduling Policy. Given an extended stream set S ′ and the scheduling policy A for S, the
extended policy A′ for S ′ is an extension of A from S to S ′ ,
in which S0 always has the highest priority and the priority
relationships among the streams in S are unchanged. In
other words, the restriction of A′ to S is equal to A, i.e.,
A′ |S = A.

only if S is schedulable in M (as schematically shown in
Figure 3), leading us to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5: M and M ′ are schedulably equivalent.
Proof: Since S0 has always the highest priority, regardless of which priority-driven scheduling policy is in
use (i.e., once a job of S0 is released, it will be executed
immediately until its completion without interruption), the
schedule TA of S using policy A will be exactly the same
as the sub-schedule of S in the schedule TA′ of S ′ using A′ ,
no matter what the values of SI and SP are. As a result,
S is schedulable using A if and only if S ′ is schedulable
using A′ .
As a corollary of Theorem 4.6, the MBR and the MET
are dual problems. Since the execution (sleep) time e0 of S0
is equal to SI - SP and the SI value is fixed, minimizing
SP is equivalent to maximizing e0 . We state this conclusion
formally as
Corollary 4.6: The problem MBR on M and the problem
MET on M ′ are dual.
In the following sections, we will, based on the existing
exact uniprocessor task schedulability test and exploiting
the characteristics of the new scheduling model M ′ , develop our algorithms for a class of priority-driven scheduling policies, including three common ones: fixed-priority
policies (e.g., RM and DM), dynamic-priority priorities (e.g.,
EDF), and FIFO.
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6

M INIMUM BANDWIDTH R ESERVATION

A priority-driven scheduling policy (a set of priority rules)
can be considered as a time-varying function A(Ji,k , Jj,l , t)
for any two jobs Ji,k and Jj,l , taking on values -1, 0, and
1. Function A(Ji,k , Jj,l , t) = 1 (-1 and 0, respectively) if and
only if Ji,k has a higher (lower and equal, respectively)
priority than Jj,l at time t. A(Ji,k , Jj,l , t) is of form
A(Ji,k , Jj,l , t) =


t ∈ [ri,k , di,k ] \ [rj,l , dj,l ]
1
policy dependent t ∈ [ri,k , di,k ] ∩ [rj,l , dj,l ]


−1
t ∈ [rj,l , dj,l ] \ [ri,k , di,k ]

(1)

The symbol \ in Equation 1 is the set difference operator. We
describe processor idle intervals using a special task S−1 . A
policy A is priority-driven if and only if (1) a backlogged
processor is not idle (i.e., A(Ji,k , J−1,l ) = 1 for every job Ji,l ,
where i 6= −1) and (2) the processor invariantly executes
the highest-priority backlogged job Ji,k at any time t (i.e.,
A(Ji,k , Jj,l , t) = 1 for every Jj,l 6= Ji,k ).
In systems that use dynamic job-level scheduling, a datagram (a job) may consist of multiple packets, whose priorities may be different from each other or they may change
over time. This, while adding flexibility, would significantly
add to the complexity of the network scheduler. Instead,
this work assumes that the network scheduler is job-level
static, i.e., all packets from the same datagram have the
same priority, which is assigned at the release time of the
datagram. We would like to point out that many prioritydriven scheduling policies (especially widely used ones
such as RM, DM, EDF, FIFO, LILO, and round-robin) satisfy
these constraints. Policies such as LST (least slack time)
do not fall into this category. In the following sections, we
restrict our focus to the class of priority-driven policies that
satisfy these constraints. Moreover, we require that for a
scheduling policy the synchronous (in-phase) busy interval
of any task set is the worst-case scenario, i.e., if all task
instances released within this interval meet their deadlines,
then all task instances will meet their deadlines everywhere.
A synchronous busy interval of the stream set starts with
all streams generating their datagrams at the same time
and ends with the transmission of the last one of these
datagrams. We state these two constraints discussed above
explicitly as follows.
• Job-level static. The scheduling policy is static at the
job level, but it can be either static or dynamic at the
task level.
• Critical instant. The worst-case response time of any
given stream set by a given scheduling policy occurs
within the synchronous (in-phase) busy interval of the
stream set.
5.1 Generic Framework
In this section, we develop a generic algorithmic framework
(Algorithm 1) to solve the MET problem, based on an

augmented time-demand analysis. In the following description, we distinguish between the finished portion and the
unfinished portion of execution before a given deadline. This
concept allows us to conservatively reduce the sleep time of
the sleep stream to approach its minimum value, assuming
that the reduced sleep time (equal to the unfinished portion)
is solely utilized by the job missing its deadline. To compute
the finished/unfinished portions of a job, we define a
generic time-demand function at every job release event
point. The available time at a job release event point for
lower-priority jobs is equal to the dedicated time supply
minus the generic time demand. As a result, the finished
portion of a job before its deadline is equal to, provided
it has not finished, the maximum available time over all
job release event points between its release time and its
deadline. Our approach avoids iterative computations of
fixed-point equations (which are usually found in existing
response time computations).
Algorithm 1 Minimum bandwidth reservation of stream set S ′
using policy A′

1: function MinBW():
2: /* e0 is initialized to the maximum value since the goal is to minimize
bandwidth over-reservation
for S ′ */
P
3: e0 =D0 =(1 − 1≤i≤n pei ) ∗ SI
i
4: /* scan every job Ji,j ∈ Π (except the sleep job) in increasing order of
release times or deadlines, where 0 < i ≤ n and Π is the synchronous busy
interval starting at time 0 */
5: for each Ji,j within Π do
6:
loop
−
7:
compute the finished portion e+
i,j and unfinished portion ei,j
using Equation 5 and Equation 6, and the completion time
fi,j using Equation 7
8:
if e−
i,j > 0 then
9:
decrement the execution time e0 of S0 using Equation 2
10:
else
11:
Break
12:
end if
13:
/* abort when it is impossible to meet the job’s deadline even if the
node were allocated the entire bandwidth (i.e., SP =SI) */
14:
if e0 < 0 then
15:
Abort
16:
end if
17:
end loop
18:
/* determine if the synchronous busy interval Π is terminated using
Equation 8 or whether it is impossible to meet the job’s deadline even
if the node were allocated the entire bandwidth (i.e., SP =SI) */
19:
if v(fi,j ) <= fi,j then
20:
Break
21:
end if
22:
move on to check next job (other than the sleep job)
23: end for
24: return max{SI − e0 − θ, 0}

This framework scans every job (except jobs of S0 ) within
the synchronous busy interval Π to check if it meets its
deadline (lines 5-23). The timeliness check of the jobs of S0 ,
referred to as sleep jobs in the remainder of the paper, are
temporarily skipped until the synchronous busy interval
ends. However, their impact on the timeliness of regular
(non-sleep) jobs is still taken into account. Specifically, every
regular job must take into account all sleep jobs released
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before its deadline since sleep jobs have the highest priority.
We consider the execution of each job Ji,j to be divided
into two distinct portions: the finished portion e+
i,j and the
unfinished portion e−
i,j before the deadline di,j . According to
−
this definition, we have ei,j = e+
i,j + ei,j . Job Ji,j meets its
−
deadline if and only if ei,j = 0 or equivalently e+
i,j = ei,j .
If job Ji,j misses its deadline, the execution time e0 will be
reduced such that the total amount of reduced execution
times of all sleep jobs before di,j is equal to e−
i,j , i.e.,


di,j
e−
e0 + min{di,j kSI, e0 }
i,j =
SI


di,j
−
(e0 − δ) − min{di,j kSI, e0 − δ}
(2)
SI
where δ is the amount by which e0 needs to be reduced. In
Equation 2, k is the modulus operator. Equation 2 computes
the total sleep time before deadline di,j that S0 can
j obtain
k
di,j
e0 +
prior to and after the sleep time deduction, i.e., SI
j
k
di,j
min{di,j kSI, e0 } and SI (e0 − δ) + min{di,j kSI, e0 − δ},
respectively. In this manner, the algorithm conservatively
expects the total reduced amount to be solely utilized for
the execution of the unfinished portion e−
i,j . The reduction
procedure ends when the job’s deadline is met or the algorithm aborts when even supplying the entire bandwidth
(i.e., SP =SI) cannot meet the job’s deadline. If job Ji,j
meets its deadline, the algorithm moves on to the next job
until the busy interval Π is terminated.
Figure 4 illustrates the computation of the finished portion, unfinished portion, and completion time of job Ji,j .
In order to compute the two distinct portions for a job,
we resort to the time-demand analysis of the job. The timedemand wi,j (t) of job Ji,j at time t is defined as the sum
of aggregated execution times of all jobs released before t
with higher or equal priority than Ji,j and the maximum
non-preemption portion θ, as in [11]:
X
wi,j (t) =
{ek } + θ
(3)
A′ (Jk,l ,Ji,j ,t)≥0

Note that the generic time-demand function defined in
Equation 3 is a generalization of the traditional timedemand function for either FP or EDF. The time-demand
function at time t for a task for an FP scheduling algorithm
is defined as the sum of execution times of jobs (released
before t) of higher-priority tasks. The time-demand function
at time t for the EDF scheduling algorithm is defined as the
sum of execution times of jobs whose deadline is no greater
than t. Since a job can only be delayed by at most θ time
units (i.e., the non-preemption portion) by a priority-driven
policy, we add this value to the time-demand function
in Equation 3. Notice that function wi,j (t) is a staircase
function, which jumps at release times {t0 , t1 , · · · tm }, where
tk < tk+1 , t0 = ri,j , and tm ≤ di,j for all tk , of jobs with
priority no less than Ji,j . The value of wi,j (tk ) corresponds
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to the value right before the jump at time tk . The computation of the staircase function is different from that of the
conventional staircase time-demand function [25], [26], [9],
where it may jump at any time point depending on the
pattern of the stream set. The conventional staircase timedemand function has been designed solely for computing a
job’s response/completion time, whereas our staircase function can, besides computing a job’s response/completion
time if the job’s deadline is met, compute a job’s finished
and unfinished portion before its deadline and determine
if a busy interval is terminated (with the help of the
additional line g(t) in Figure 4). Specifically, we denote
the union of {t0 , t1 , · · · tm } and di,j as event points Ei,j
= {t0 , t1 , · · · tm } ∪ di,j of Ji,j . Job Ji,j has a chance to be
executed before t ≤ di,j if and only if there exists some
s ≤ t such that wi,j (s) is less than s + ei,j . As shown in
Figure 4, function wi,j (t) and the vertical straight lines t,
where t ≤ di,j , intersect the 45◦ straight line translated
upwards by ei,j (i.e., the straight line g(t) in Figure 4) and
form isolateral right triangles. The amount of time which
Ji,j can utilize before t ≤ di,j (denoted as ei,j (t)), can be
computed as
ei,j (t) = min{ei,j ,

max

ri,j ≤s≤t≤di,j

{0, ei,j + s − wi,j (s)}}

(4)

which corresponds to the maximum length of the vertical
legs of those triangles contained within the two straight
lines g(t) and f (t) in Figure 4. Since function ei,j (t) is
bounded, non-decreasing, and obtains local maximums
only at event points Ei,j , the finished portion e+
i,j (i.e.,
are
computed
as
ei,j (di,j )), and the unfinished portion e−
i,j
follows.
e+
i,j = min{ei,j , max {0, ei,j + tk − wi,j (tk )}}
tk ∈Ei,j
e−
i,j = ei,j

− e+
i,j

(5)
(6)

If job Ji,j meets its deadline, as indicated by the staircase
function wi,j (t) intersecting the 45◦ straight line f (t) in Figure 4(a), its completion time fi,j is equal to the fixed point t
such that wi,j (t) = t. Alternatively, it is also equal to wi,j (tk )
where tk is the first event point satisfying tk − wi,j (tk ) ≥ 0,
i.e.,
fi,j = wi,j (tk )

(7)

where tk = argmintl ∈Ei,j {tl − wi,j (tl ) ≥ 0}
As a byproduct, we can save substantial computation for
the completion time by iteratively solving the fixed-point
equation wi,j (t) = t, which is the usual practice in the
literature. Therefore, the algorithm can compute every job’s
response time along its finished and unfinished portion, if
the job’s deadline is met. Otherwise, the completion time is
undefined.
Relying on the computation of completion times, we can
decide if the synchronous busy interval Π is terminated,
via constructing another time-demand function v(t) called
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g ( t ) = t + ei , j

wi , j (t )

dŝŵĞĚĞŵĂŶĚ

dŝŵĞĚĞŵĂŶĚ

g ( t ) = t + ei , j

f (t ) = t

wi , j (t )
f (t ) = t

ei , j

ei , j
time

0 t0 = ri, j

t1

t2

t3

f i , j t t 4 t5 = di, j

;ĂͿ

0 t0 = ri, j t1

t2

t3

t4 t

time
t5 = d i , j

;ďͿ

−
Figure 4. An illustration of the augmented time-demand analysis to compute the finished portion e+
i,j , unfinished portion ei,j , and

completion time fi,j of job Ji,j , given a priority-driven scheduling policy A′ . Job Ji,j is released at t0 = ri,j and {tk }4k=1 are release
times of jobs with higher priority than Ji,j within [ri,j , di,j ], The time-demand function wi,j (t) jumps at every release time. The amount
of time that Ji,j can utilize before ri,j ≤ t ≤ di,j is ei,j (t). Its value corresponds to the maximum length of the legs of these isolateral
right triangles (shown shaded in the graph) contained within the two straight lines g(t) and f (t) within time range [ri,j , t]. It is bounded,
non-decreasing, and obtains local maximums only at event points Ei,j = {tk }4k=1 ∪ di,j . The maximum value of ei,j (t) (i.e., ei,j (di,j )) is
+
+
equal to e+
i,j . In part (a), ei,j = ei,j , job Ji,j completes at time fi,j before its deadline. In part (b), ei,j < ei,j and therefore job Ji,j has not
completed before its deadline.

overall time-demand function. Function v(t) represents the
total demand time for all jobs, regardless of their priorities,
released before time t, i.e.,
X
v(t) =
{ek } + θ
rk,l <t

X  t 
=
ek + θ
pk

(8)

0≤k≤n

If v(fi,j ) ≤ fi,j (line 19 in Algorithm 1), then evidently Π is
terminated before or at fi,j .
Finally, we consider the non-preemptive portions of tasks.
Sleep jobs should not be blocked by any regular jobs, but
it can happen if a regular job is released within less than θ
time units before a sleep job. In the worst case, a sleep job
can be blocked by regular jobs by θ time units. Therefore,
after the synchronous busy interval terminates, the algorithm additionally deducts θ time units from the sleep time
of S0 (line 24 in Algorithm 1), which is equivalent to adding
bandwidth reservation of θ to the result regardless of the
non-preemptivity of S0 .
We state the correctness and the exactness of Algorithm 1
as a theorem:
Theorem 5.1: For any periodic stream set and any joblevel static scheduling policy under which the scenario
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of the worst-case response time is the synchronous busy
interval, the bandwidth minBW computed by Algorithm 1,
if successfully terminated, is the exact minimum bandwidth
requirement of the stream set.
Proof: We first show that Algorithm 1 (lines 5-23) resembles the exact schedulability test [9], [27], [11], [12]. Initially,
the bandwidth reservation (thus sleep time of S0 ), is set to
the theoretical lower bound (line 3). If there is no deadline
miss within the synchronous busy interval, then this initial
bandwidth reservation is the exact minimum bandwidth
requirement. Once a job misses its deadline (lines 8-12), the
minimum total amount (equal to the unfinished portion of
the job) of the sleep time is deducted on the hypothesis
that the deducted amount of time before the job’s deadline
is solely utilized by the job (Equation 2). Thus, Algorithm 1
never over-deducts the sleeping time of S0 . As a result, the
job will finish at a time before its deadline, but as late as
possible. This completely resembles the exact schedulability
test.
Sleep jobs of S0 can be blocked, in the worst case, by
regular jobs by θ time units. This can be considered by
increasing the bandwidth reservation by θ time units (line
23). If the final resulting bandwidth reservation is less than
zero, then S0 does not exist. Thus, we prove this theorem.
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Although the generic algorithm can solve the MET problem (thus the MBR problem), it incurs unnecessary overheads for some specific scheduling policies. Therefore, the
following sections investigate some simplifications for three
common scheduling policies by exploiting their individual
properties.
5.2 Fixed-Priority
The priority rule of a fixed-priority scheduling policy A is
static at stream level, i.e., the second case of Equation 1
is not time-varying. Suppose that streams are indexed in
the decreasing order of their priorities, i.e., stream Si has
a higher priority than Sk if i < k. We denote the subset
of streams with equal or higher priority than Si as Πi . The
finished portions and completion times of jobs of stream
Si are only affected by jobs of stream Sk , where k < i.
Therefore, the time-demand function wi,j (t) (Equation 3)
can be customized to

i−1 
X
t
wi,j (t) = jei + θ +
ek
pk
k=0

f or (j − 1)pi < t ≤ wi,j (t)

(9)

and the computation of the finished/unfinished portion
(Equation 5) can be customized to
e+
i,j =
min{ei,j ,

max

ri,j ≤rk,l ≤di,j ∩ k<i

(10)

{0, ei,j + rk,l − wi,j (rk,l )}}

based on the generic schedulability test of a fixed-priority
policy in [9]. As discussed before, wi,j (t) in Figure 4 jumps
at the release times of streams with higher priorities than
Si . Since the timeliness of a stream cannot be affected by
streams with priorities lower than the stream, not every
released job of the stream within the synchronous busy interval needs to be checked. Only jobs within a synchronous
busy interval Πi must be checked [9]. A synchronous busy
interval Πi starts at an instant when (i) all jobs in Πi released
before this instant have completed and (ii) every stream in
Πi releases a job at this instant. The interval ends with the
completion of all released jobs in Πi .
5.3 EDF
In EDF, jobs with priorities higher than the priority of a
job Ji,j are those whose deadlines are no later than di,j ,
and therefore they will be executed before di,j . Thus, the
time-demand function (Equation 3), finished/unfinished
portion function (Equation 5), and completion time function
(Equation 7) can be customized as follows.
X  t + pk − Dk 
w(t) =
ek + θ
(11)
pk
0≤k≤n

e+
i,j = min{ei,j , max{0, w(di,j ) − di,j }}

(12)

fi,j = w(di,j )

(13)
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which are the same as in [11] and [12]. The jobs released
within (ri,j , di,j ] with higher priorities than Ji,j are those
whose deadlines are also within (ri,j , di,j ]. Since these jobs
will complete within (ri,j , di,j ] using the EDF policy, their
demand times are equal to their actual execution times.
Therefore, they have no impact on the finished or unfinished portions of Ji,j . As a result, the unfinished portion
e−
i,j of Ji,j is equal to the difference between the demand
time w(di,j ) at di,j and the deadline di,j itself.
We can also check jobs in the order of their deadlines,
rather than their release times. A benefit of this is that the
completion time of a job Ji,j is equal to the time-demand
w(di,j ) at di,j . If e−
i,j > 0, the sleep time of S0 must be
deducted to compensate for it. Since Ji,j will use up all
the deduction, iterative checking of deadline misses is not
necessary. Furthermore, if all jobs released before w(di,j )
are completed, then the synchronous busy interval Π is
terminated. In other words, if the release time of the next
job to be analyzed is no less than w(di,j ), Π terminates.
Other refinements, e.g., conditionally skipping over some
jobs within the synchronous busy interval [28], can be used
to further improve the algorithm.
5.4 FIFO
In FIFO, only jobs released no later than job Ji,j have
higher priority than Ji,j . The time-demand function (Equation 3), finished/unfinished portion function (Equation 5),
and completion time function (Equation 7) can be customized as:
X  ri,j 
wi,j =
ek + θ
(14)
pk
0≤k≤n

e+
i,j = min{ei,j , max{0, wi,j − di,j }}

(15)

fi,j = wi,j

(16)

The time-demand function is a constant function within
[ri,j , di,j ]. Reflecting on the shape of wi,j (t) in Figure 4, we
see that the function is a horizontal line. Furthermore, if
wi,j is greater than di,j , the unfinished portion e−
i,j can be
compensated by the reduction of the sleep time of S0 . In
particular, the total reduced amount of sleep times of all
jobs of S0 released before di,j is equal to e−
i,j .

6

R ESULTS

AND

P ERFORMANCE

This section describes a set of simulation experiments that
have been conducted to evaluate the over-reservation ratio of bandwidth and the computational overhead of our
algorithm under typical application scenarios using four
different scheduling policies (EDF, FIFO, RM, and DM).
These results can provide the system designer and administrator with guidance on which policy to choose in what
workload scenarios, also indicating how much bandwidth
would be wasted. The periodic streams are generated with
random parameters within given ranges and distributions.
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Moreover, we experimentally verify the correctness of our
algorithm using various test cases.
We use the approach recommended by [6] to generate the
task periods. To generate a feasible stream set of N periodic
stream with given total utilization U , we first generated
a random utilization Ui for each stream Ji uniformly distributed P
in (0, 1) andPthen normalized these utilizations to
have U = 1≤i≤n Ui = 1≤i≤n peii . We also generated a stream
transmission time ei of stream Ji as a random variable uniformly distributed in [emin , emax ] and calculated the period
of each stream as pi = ei /Ui . The relative deadline Di of
each stream Ji has been generated according to a random
variable Vi (validity) uniformly distributed in [Vmin , Vmax ]
such that Di = pi ∗ Vi . We set the parameters to match

RM
DM
EDF
FIFO

1.2
1

scheduling policies. Moreover, the computation of the minimum bandwidth requirement is much more complicated
for FP than either EDF or FIFO, since a job’s response time
is irregular in reaction to the change of resource supply.
FIFO and EDF have lower computational overheads since
their computations are extremely simplified compared to
the generic algorithm. However, bandwidth computations
are infrequent events (e.g., when a new stream joins or
leaves), therefore the computational overhead is typically
not very significant.
In another set of experiments, we studied the bandwidth
over-reservation ratios under various scheduling policies
for various stream sets. The over-reservation ratio E is
defined as the normalized ratio of the bandwidth
P reservaei
tion SP
to
the
idealized
minimum
utilization
U
=
1≤i≤n pi .
SI
That is,
SP
E=
(17)
SI ∗ U
Thus, E=1 means that all reserved bandwidth is used and
no bandwidth is wasted (i.e., there is no over-reservation).
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Figure 5. Computation time on an Intel Core2 1.86GHz processor
while varying the number N of streams, given the service interval
SI=100, the uniform distribution of ratio of deadline to period V =[1,
3], and the total utilization U =0.2.
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2.2
Bandwidth over-reservatoin ratio (E)

typical application scenarios in wireless local area networks.
The SI is set to 100 milliseconds, which is the default
beacon interval in IEEE 802.11 [2]. The range [emin , emax ] of
datagram sizes is set to [1, 10] milliseconds, which allows a
stream Si to generate 1 to 5 packets within a single stream
period pi . Default values for N , U , and [Vmin , Vmax ] are set
to 6, 0.2, and [1, 3], respectively. Moreover, we require that
the deadline of every generated task is no less than the
SI value since 1) the bandwidth for a task with deadline
less than the SI value is largely over-reserved, and 2) the
SI value in practice should be adjusted to be less than
the deadline value. Unless otherwise specified, we use the
above default parameters. The non-preemption portion is
set to 2 milliseconds. The graphs of all experiments depict
the average results over 1000 generated stream sets.
In the first set of experiments, we tested the computational overhead of the algorithm as a function of the
number of tasks (Figure 5). We measure the average finish
time for the computations on a laptop with an Intel Core2
1.86GHz processor. The algorithms for RM and DM closely
approximate the generic solution to bandwidth computation and therefore show larger running times than the other

FIFO
DM
RM
EDF

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Utilization of the periodic stream set (U)

Figure 6. The percentage of successful reservations Y (a) and
the over-reservation ratio E (b) while varying the utilization U of the
stream set, given the service interval SI=100, a uniform distribution
of ratio of deadline to period V =[1, 3], and the number of periodic
streams N =6.

In order to demonstrate the correctness and accuracy of
our approach (Theorem 5.1), we compute the bandwidth
reservation (SP ) using Algorithm 1 for every stream set,
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and then use the computed bandwidth reservation as a
given bandwidth profile (SP , SI) to simulate the packet
scheduling and transmission process for the same stream
set. The simulation reports no deadline misses. Furthermore, we then set the SP of the bandwidth profile (SP ,
SI) to a certain amount less than the SP computed by
Algorithm 1, and again simulate the packet scheduling
and transmission process. The result is that every such
simulation reported some deadline misses, indicating that
Algorithm 1 is able to determine the minimum necessary
bandwidth reservations.
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Bandwidth over-reservatoin ratio (E)
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Efficiency of bandwidth reservation (SI=100, N=6, U=0.2)
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Figure 8. The over-reservation ratio E while varying the ratio V
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Figure 7. The over-reservation ratio E while varying the number
N of streams, given the service interval SI=100, the uniform
distribution of ratio of deadline to period V =[1,3], and the total
utilization U =0.2.
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We measured the over-reservation ratio E as a function
of the total utilization U , the number of tasks N , and the
packet validity V (Figures 6, 7, 8). For each scheduling
policy, the reported ratio is averaged over all stream sets
that are schedulable by all four policies. In other words, if
a stream set is schedulable by one policy (e.g., EDF) but
not schedulable by another (e.g., FIFO), then we exclude
this stream set.
Figure 6 displays the over-reservation ratio (E) and the
ratio (Y ) of successful reservations (i.e., Algorithm 1 does
not abort), respectively, over increasing utilization U . The
results show that FIFO has the worst performance with
respect to the two metrics: while the utilization is low it
extremely over-reserves its bandwidth (E is up to 2.05)
and as the utilization increases (U =[0.4, 1.0]) the ratio (Y )
of successful reservations decreases linearly. On the other
hand, EDF has the lowest reservation ratio and the highest
ratio of successful reservations. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the
over-reservation ratio (E) as the number of streams N , the
validity V , and the service interval SI vary, respectively.
In Figure 7, as the number of streams decreases the overreservation ratio of RM, DM and FIFO decreases since any
unused resources have more opportunities to fit in a stream
as the number of streams increases. DM does not provide
many advantages over RM since relative deadlines of tasks
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Figure 9.

The over-reservation ratio E while varying the SI
value provided by the BS, given a uniform distribution of ratio V
of deadline to period [1,3], stream set utilization U =0.2, and the
number of periodic streams N =6.

are all (much) greater than their respective periods, which
is typical in a wireless streaming environment. Changing
the number of streams has only a modest impact on EDF.
Similarly, Figure 8 shows that increasing validity V only
slightly affects the over-reservation ratio of EDF, whereas
it has a high impact on RM, DM, and FIFO. The overreservation ratios of FIFO, RM, and DM decrease rapidly
when the validity decreases from 0.5 to 3.5. However when
the validity decreases further (>4.5), the over-reservation
ratios of all policies stabilize and converge. Figure 9 shows
the impact of varying SI on the over-reservation ratio (E).
Increasing SI only slightly affects the over-reservation ratio
of EDF, but significantly impacts the over-reservation ratios
of RM, DM, and FIFO.
In summary, the results derived from the simulation
experiments reveal the following. (1) Increasing the validity
(ratio of deadline to period) can greatly increase the bandwidth usage efficiency (less bandwidth waste) and increase
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the probability of successful bandwidth reservation. Once
the minimum bandwidth computation aborts, the most
effective remedy is to increase the deadlines for some
streams. (2) When the validity is less than 4.5, EDF requires
less bandwidth reservation than either RM, DM, or FIFO,
whereas when the validity goes beyond 4.5, the advantage
of using complex scheduling policies diminishes and their
minimum bandwidth reservations converge. In this case,
FIFO works perfectly considering its low system overhead
and scheduling complexity. Similarly, decreasing the given
SI value has a similar effect as increasing the validity.

7

C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE WORK

The benefits of reservation-based channel accesses are twofold: (1) they provide contention-free access within allocated/reserved channel access intervals to meet timing
constraints predictably and (2) they allow a wireless radio
to be powered down when the channel is not needed.
Careless resource allocations may lead to poor support
for real-time traffic or over-provisioning of scarce network
resources. This paper solves the minimum bandwidth reservation problem to allow all streams to meet their timing
constraints. To obtain a solution to the minimum bandwidth
reservation problem, we transform it to a generic uniprocessor task schedulability problem, which is then addressed
using a generic algorithm based on time-demand analysis.
The generic minimum bandwidth reservation algorithm
works for a subclass of priority-driven packet scheduling
policies, including three common ones: fixed-priority (e.g.,
RM and DM), EDF, and FIFO. Refinements of the generic
solution to these three types of policies are presented and
discussed as well. The simulation results show that the
generic algorithm is correct and practical in terms of computation complexity. The proposed bandwidth reservation
scheme leads to minimal amounts of bandwidth waste if
appropriate scheduling policies and stream parameters are
selected for a given stream set. However, it also leads to
potentially large energy savings, while being simple to
implement and deploy. In our future work, we will address
(1) how the base station chooses the optimal SI value to
minimize the bandwidth/energy consumption of the entire
wireless local area network, (2) how different client nodes
use an SI which is a multiple of the beacon interval of the
base station, and (3) how reservations (SP s) of nodes with
different SIs can be composed efficiently to form a super
frame.
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